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Introduction

Turning off deep and shallow convective parameterization has little effect on global mean 
cloud feedback in CanAM4.

What happens if they are turned off individually? SPOOKIE protocol

- control is AMIP conditions
- perturbation is AMIP SSTs + 4K
- sea-ice is identical
- simulate 1979-2009

Webb et al., 2015 
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Which clouds are contributing to cloud feedback?
- Computed using radiative kernels (from Mark Zelinka).
- Variation among experiments mainly due to changes in low clouds



  

How are clouds contributing to cloud feedback?
- Computed using radiative kernels following Zelinka, 2012.
- Mainly due to changes in cloud amount and altitude feedback 



  

How are clouds contributing to global mean cloud feedback?
- Computed using radiative kernels following Zelinka, 2012.
- Mainly due to changes in low cloud amount, although spatial distribution different



  

Spatial structure of low SW feedback
- Low cloud below 680 hPa
- Some compensation between two low levels



  

Positive low cloud feedback when deep convection off?

- Fraction of time shallow convection active increased when deep convection is off. 
- Hypothesis - shallow convection not competing for CAPE with deep convection.  



  

- Tropical (30S-30N) vertical velocity at 500 hPa.

Change to tropical dynamics



  

Different boundary conditions and model version

CanAM4 → CanAM4.3
- major update to land surface scheme
- additonal vertical layers near tropopause
- several changes to radiative transfer
    - aerosols props., BC in cloud drops, solar continuum, snow albedo
- new dust and DMS emissions

- Compute annual mean cycle of sea-ice and SSTs for several decades from 1xCO2 and 
  4xCO2 simulations.



  

Sensitivitity of results to SST, sea-ice, 4xCO2, model physics
- Net reponse to turning off deep and shallow convection parameterizations similar
- For same boundary conditions, perturbing CO2 has effect but need to look deeper
- Same response in other models?

?



  

Summary

- Net forcing roughly same if all parameterized convection turned off

- Net forcing increases when deep and shallow turned off individually
  - Seems to be mainly due to low clouds
  - Seems robust to changes in model physics and boundary conditions

- Preliminary and basic diagnostics, analysis is ongoing

Questions?



  

Extra slides



  

How are clouds contributing to global mean cloud feedback?
- Computed using radiative kernels following Zelinka, 2012.
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Change in cloud fraction from ISCCP simulator



  

Change in cloud fraction from ISCCP simulator


